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Abstract: To extract useful information from huge data sets are considerable problem for researcher that is
insufficient for conventional databases querying methods. K-means clustering algorithm is a one of the major
cluster analysis method that is commonly used in practical applications for extracting useful information in
terms of grouping data. But the standard K-means algorithm is computationally expensive by getting centroids
that provide the quality of the clusters in results. For improving the performance of the K-means clustering
algorithm, several methods have been proposed that are described in literature review. This paper proposes a
method for effective clustering by selecting initial centroids. Firstly, this algorithm evaluate the distance
between data points according to criteria; then try to find out nearest data points which are similar; then finally
select actual centroids and formulate better clusters. According to the results of new solution, the improved
k-means clustering algorithm provides more accuracy and effectiveness rather than previous one.
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INTRODUCTION regression, used by describing the given feature or aspect

The major reason that “Data Mining” has paying particular individual, use individual to compare. Some
attention in any information and more concentration techniques of pattern recognition, is definite search of
towards industry have a huge quantity of data in size and pre-classified objects sets. In case of classification,
then imminent need to extract hidden information from objects are classified with class or group with mean a
massive data. Its challenging data mining from enormous labeling of objects. On the other hand, in case of
data problems are publicly very high in global advertising clustering data pattern the task is to select particular
industry growth. More this it is especially rapid growth in individual feature of vector. A cluster analysis proceeds
online advertising and generation of large volumes of data on given attributes of objects for processing and pattern
that has speedy produced. Many large business recognition takes decision to use particular objects.
organizations have accumulated amount of data and build Cluster analysis is grouping of observations through
up multiple data sources that are generated hurriedly. to allocate clusters of group of observations  or  objects.
They faced problems like data quantitative problem, the In other words, cluster analysis has the objective to
data qualitative problem and the data presentation divide the observations or objects into uniform and
problem that occurs in data mining in large-scale different groups as an output (Figure 1). For better
databases. As an enormous data stores and database understanding it may help to manipulate multiple other
systems, there is difficult to perform data mining operations on the data according to business requirement
effectively. To resolve these problems related better and [2]. Somehow, in many applications there is no well
accurate data mining, various disciplines and regulation defined representation of a cluster and from one another
of researchers have brought their expertise. well separated clusters are not in used where cluster

There are some kinds of data patterns that are analysis is used [3]. In comparison of cluster analysis and
obliging and mostly used to specify in data mining, for classification, the classification problem where each
example, characterization and discrimination, association observation or data object is known to belong to groups
analysis, classification, cluster analysis and outlier of data objects.  The  objective  of  classification
analysis etc [1]. In data pattern classification or technique  to  predict  the new   observation   belong  the

of vector to predict the outcome associated with a
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Fig. 1: Inter cluster and Intra cluster

group. In contrast the cluster analysis seeks to discover
the number of groups. These groups are required to the
data distribution without knowing the objects class and
composition of the groups [4].

Moreover, clustering algorithm depends on multiple
belongings to make clusters for particular purpose as well
as type of data that are available for clustering. In case of
fuzzy clustering, there are multiple choices to place in
clusters an object as right place. There exists a large
number of clustering techniques such as hierarchical,
centre based partitional, density and graph based
clustering [5]. This research focuses on partitional
clustering techniques, where this technique provides data
set of disjoint group of clusters, for analysis to classify
data. The goal of partitional clustering analysis for non-
overlapping subsets by taking input of ’k’ from the data
objects that are disjoint with each other such that subset
contains unique data objects [3].

Some Definitions: There are some working definitions to
illustrate some terms. To describe the term, cluster, there
are several definitions are used. For this reason, cluster
does not have a specific definition to explain itself.

The Data Matrix: Data matrix consists of observations or
objects that are mostly used in algorithm, in other words,
objects representation as samples, patterns, events, data
points in a multi-dimensional space that are generally
represented of all objects, where each dimension has
attribute or value of object that are district objects from
each other and these attributes are used as describing the
object for better perceptive.

The Proximity Matrix: Proximity matrix consists of
similarity and dissimilarity matrix by using the objects of
data matrix for more convenience and further processing.
This matrix contains ‘m’ by ‘m’ matrix to describe
similarity and dissimilarity between objects.

Fig. 2: Example of three well separated clusters of 2-d
points

Fig. 3: Example of four centre base clusters of 2-d points

Fig. 4: Example of 2-d data points of eight contiguous
clusters

Fig. 5: Example of 2-d data points of six dense clusters

Well-Separated Cluster: A well separated cluster has
similar points from the data set contains within the cluster
and other than that are not similar or not related to
particular cluster, is in another cluster. For  creating a
well-separated cluster, sometimes algorithm uses a
threshold that is used to specify the data points that
which one is suitable for this cluster (Figure 2).

Center based Cluster: This cluster contains objects in a
set where particular cluster is closer of the specific object
that belongs to each object of a cluster to its center, in
case that does not belong to any other center of a cluster.
This center point called centroid that belongs to the
cluster. These points are average of present data points,
or this is known as mediods where it is representative
point of a cluster (Figure 3).

Contiguous Cluster: This type of cluster is also known as
nearest neighbor or transitive clustering. In this set of
nearest neighboring cluster, this contains all those data
points that are closer to one or more than one point in a
same cluster by making clusters as contiguous (Figure 4).

Density based Cluster: A density based clustering used
for dense region separation of points; it makes partition as
cluster from high density based regions to low density
based regions. These divisions of data points are used in
case to predict noise and outliers, as well, when clusters
are irregular in shape (Figure 5).
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Similarity Based Cluster: This type of cluster contains maximization as optimization. Such clustering techniques
those data points of sets with each other in the clusters are used another approach of clustering to fit data as
that are similar or related with another and district from model. Cluster analysis is a useful tool as it involves many
other objects that are other clusters. This cluster set steps to grouping for solution to a larger problem.
provides dissimilar region as data points are similar Existing algorithms can be classified regarding
objects clusters to each other. clustering into Hierarchical Clustering, Centre Based

Commonly used partitional clustering  methods  are Partitional, Density Based and Graph Based Clustering
K-mediods and K-means clustering techniques. In this Algorithms. In hierarchical algorithms, numbers of
traditional algorithm, all the cluster objects represent methods are used that provides good quality clusters.
through centroid where each cluster  is  actually Commonly two approaches are used; one is agglomerative
calculated through mean value of particular cluster and second is divisive. Technique that is used in divisive
objects. The basic idea of k means algorithm is that, it is MST (Minimum Spanning Tree). In agglomerative
takes the input parameter, this input parameter represents algorithms, techniques that are used MIN or Single Link,
number of require clusters that shows from ‘k’ and MAX or CLIQUE, CURE, Average Group and Ward’s
partitions given data set into ‘k’ clusters, where number method. Moreover, other clustering techniques are
of data objects belongs to ‘n’. Representative of cluster divided into non-incremental and incremental [7, 8].
considered as mean value that is based on similarity of the Partitional clustering algorithm generates single level
objects in a cluster. This representative value, mean or partitioning and it classifies data objects into district
center point of the cluster is called “centroid”. Centroid is clusters as this describe above. There are many other
unique value and it calculated cluster data objects techniques of partitioning algorithm. One of them is used
through mean value of related points. Moreover,  k-means by a prototype that is typically representing clusters
algorithm has many advantages such as its simplicity, optimization  based   algorithms.  Some  approaches  are
straight forward and speed to allow run databases on K-means,   K-medoids     and     K-modes    algorithm [7].
large scale. K medoid algorithm is similar as PAM (Partition around

Related Work: To develop taxonomies, many researchers takes  less  time  in  computation [9]. One more variant of
face general questions in many areas to produce k-means  algorithm   is  k-prototype  method  that  is use
meaningful structures that how to analyze the observed to  handle  a  mixture   of   categorical   and  numerical
data and how to manage it. The term cluster analysis is data.
used to determine many problems to manipulate data for
grouping. It includes a number of different algorithms and
methods to make a cluster in valuable manners for
grouping of similar kind of objects that are related
respective categories. Cluster analysis is tool for data
analysis which aims to collect objects in very effective
way. Different objects within the groups if it belongs to
the same group is maximal among objects with degree of
association. It simply discovers structures in data without
explaining what kind of class it belongs to and why they
exist.

One of the best known clustering techniques is error
based clustering k means algorithm that is considered
squared algorithm. Many practical problems are solved
through k-means. It can be easily implemented for the
reason that simplicity provides more usage. Traditionally,
clustering   algorithm  depends  on  particular  purpose
and type of data that are available for clustering  [6].
Many clustering techniques for good productivity are
used to global objective function trying to minimization or

mediods). It has advantage  of  efficiency,  because it

Advance form of k-means is CLARANS that is
combination of PAM (Partitioning Around Mediods) and
CLARA (Clustering LARge Algorithm). The algorithm
CLARANS is an improved k-medoid algorithm by using
additional parameters that is use for huge search space as
restricted large data set [7, 10]. Another approach of
clustering in center based clustering methods of advance
techniques for specific issue is the BIRCH and Bubble
method that provides clustering to constructs a CF-tree
[11, 12]. Enhance form of BIRCH clustering technique is
Bubble-FM. It defines distances by taking string
operations, i.e. deletion, character insertions into minimum
level, calculate distances. From this type of metric space
and transpositions for better results that would be string
changes in desirable manner [12].

For database mining, density based approaches are
applying  a  local   cluster   criterion,   produce  regions
and it may have useful to deal with an arbitrary shape.
This clustering approach has DBSCAN, WaveCluster and
DENCLUE   technique    [13-15].    Graph   base  clustering
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techniques are also useful. Graph base clustering is K-mean clustering algorithm describes a series of
historical techniques; that are shared nearest neighbor
clustering; mutual nearest neighbor clustering and hybrid
based clustering [16].

Four steps can be identified for existing k-means
algorithm:

Step 1: Initialization of data objects. This step for each
group describe centroids that is how much set of objects
that is require to be partitioned from data points.

Step 2: Data objects classification. To the relative group
the data object is included by calculating the shortest
distance between each of the centroids with data objects
to determine the closest centroids for grouping in each
database objects.

Step 3: Calculate centroid as representative of  cluster.
For each group is generated by placing the data objects
in cluster by considering the previous step. After
assigning all clusters centroids are recalculated for
improve clustering.

Step 4: Improved clustering through convergence
condition. Several convergence conditions use to stop
continuous process among groups when there is no
exchange of centroids or selected data objects. It reaches
a give number of iterations from which the most utilized to
stop clustering to fulfill user requirements, or stopping for
clustering. When it reaches to given threshold of two
consecutive iterations by calculating squared error
function difference. Repeat step two, three and four of the
algorithm, if at any point the satisfaction of convergence
condition is not achieved [17].

Another  application  of  clustering  that  has been
used  in  documents  with  three  primary  ways:  one  of
them ways is document retrieval, how to retrieve the
document. Another usage of clustering is document
browsing, how to browse the document. Third usage of
clustering  in  document  is  known  as  automatic  creation
of document hierarchies. It may provide level of
documents for classification and documents
understandability. One more application that is commonly
used is automatically detecting road lanes from GPS
require accuracy. The real world problems of data and for
observe improvements in clustering for increasing
dramatic performance [18].

extensions and generalizations that shows its significance
and usefulness in multiple applications. Some other
perspectives are statistics based data mining; text mining
and information retrieval, data quantization and fuzzy
clustering are K-means clustering related alternating
minimization techniques in data analysis [19].

Methodology: Likewise, strategy that assumes to carry out
the goals of this research is seemed as;

Formulate comparisons among existing  variants  of
k-means algorithms or attain any one of k-means variant
to improve its efficiency after analyzing. May this will
offer the better strategy or method rather existing method.
After this, obtain data that make use of clustering by this
algorithm. And simulate this process for better
understanding and verification. The experimental results
on artificial data show that the improved algorithm is
better than the traditional k-means algorithm in terms of
accuracy.

Standard K-Means Algorithm: Among the clustering
algorithms, extensively and most widely used clustering
algorithm is called as k-means algorithm. The squared
error an objective function is minimizing by using this
algorithm that provides grouping of data objects. sum-of-
squares minimum technique is used through MacQuee`s
that is one more best-known heuristic clustering
algorithm. This clustering algorithm proceeds by selecting
centroids that are belongs to data objects of candidate
points M as first set, then remaining all points that are
belongs to set X, assigning to their closest centroid and
produce clusters then re-computing centroids of clusters
for better results, until it achieve require criteria. On the
other hand, k-means algorithm proceeds as:

Randomly, choose the number of cluster, k form data
objects.
Selected k clusters center points as data points by
generating directly k random points.
By calculating distance to the nearest cluster center
among data points and assign each point to selected
centroids.
After  assigning   all   data  objects  to  the  cluster,
re-evaluate the new cluster centers after taking mean
of data objects within cluster.
If assignment of centroid hasn't changed or usually
given criteria is not met then repeat two previous
steps [2].
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Overview  of  the  Proposed  Solution:  The  proposed The original k-means algorithm  selects  centroids
refine method is determined initial centroids
systematically so as to produce clusters with better
accuracy and then it may use of a variant  of  the
clustering method for verification. It starts by forming the
initial clusters based on the calculated threshold value
and then formulates clusters by calculating relative
distance of each data-point from the initial centroids.
These clusters are subsequently modified according to
the data points, thereby improving the efficiency as well
accuracy.

Idea Of Getting Initial Centroids
Input: no. of clusters k, no. of objects n
Output: k clusters that specify the least error.
Process of the algorithm is like:
There are n objects in population set A and wants to
partition A into k clusters.

Euclidean distance formula use to calculate distance
between data objects, e.g. distance between one vector
X=(x , y ) and the other vector Y= (x , y ) is describing as1 1 2 2

follow:

Set cNo =1 as cNo is a variable that contain
information regarding no of clusters.

Compute distances between each data object to the
other data object in A until reaches 0 < d  Mean .x

When distances between two points is 0 < d
Mean   and delete  from  set  A  and  add  in set B;x

(1  cNo  k).
Find  those  points  in  A  that  is  closest  to  the
selected data set points BcNo, add it to BcNo and
delete it from A; (BcNo represents cluster set with
cluster no)
Repeat step 3, till number of data points in BcNo
reaches 0.7*n/k.
If cNo<k, then cNo=cNo+1; find another pair of data-
points between which the distance is the shortest in
A and form another data-point set BcNo and delete
them from A then go to step (1);
If cNo k, then take mean of each cluster and moving
each centroid to the mean of its assigned data-points.
Reassign data points to their closest centroid into
clusters according to new centroids.

first and then assigning the data-points to their closest
centroid, for  this  purpose  data  points  are   assigned
and then moving each centroid  to  calculating  means.
The basic matter of previous algorithm is to provide data
objects into several partition where distances between
objects within the  same  class  is  much  closer  rather
than  the distances between objects in different classes.
K-means algorithm easily finds out local minimum but not
global minimum. Selection of different initial centroids lead
to different results of clusters, so here, new proposed
solution find out certain consistent initial centroids with
some criteria and distribution of data, that will hopefully
provide a better clustering in effective manner. Let A be
a data-point set. The initial centroids can be obtained by
the following steps:

Firstly, compute the distances of data points to all of
the other data point from set A until it fulfill the condition
0 < d = Mean  where Mean is mean of x component ofx x

each data-point. Secondly, find out the two data points
between which the distance is the greater than 0 and less
or equal than Mean  form set A, place these data pointsx

into B then we delete them from the set A.
Thirdly,    compute     distances    between   each

data-point in   A   with  data  points  of  BcNo, find out
the data-point that is closest to the data-point set Bc No
then delete it from A and add it to BcNo. Repeat the third
step till  the number of data-point in BcNo reaches
threshold that is 0.7*n/k where number of data points
represents through n and number of clusters represents
through k that is input parameter. If cNo<k then cNo
increment with 1 where cNo contains information
regarding no of cluster and repeat step 1 to make another
cluster form another data-point set till we get k data-point
sets. If cNo>k then compute mean of each cluster and
reassign new centroids and finally the initial  centroids
can be obtained by averaging all the vectors in each data-
point set.

Sample: In the following, example of the method is
described by getting initial centroids. There is a data set
of points A = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, …, u} it shows n = 21
and k = 2; 1  cNo  k; each data point contain x and y
attribute in this particular example (Figure 6). Distribution
of data points are shown in fig 6. To calculate initial
centroids, first calculate distance between objects until d
reaches to Mean  (d shows distance between objects)x

in  data  set  A. In  this  case,  calculated  value of
Mean   = 6.571 and d (a, e) = 4. Therefore, data points ax
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Fig. 6: Data Set of points for getting centriods

Fig. 7: Example of first cluster with selection of initial centroids

and e both are candidate for selecting as initial centroid. For doing this, again calculate distance between
Data points a and e would remove from set A and add in objects until d reaches to Mean in set A, where it’s
set B. calculated value of Mean = 5. And d (o, q) = 4 to hold

Then find those data points that are closest to BcNo. this condition. Therefore, data point’s o and q both are
And closest points add in BcNo in  anticipation  of it candidate for selecting as initial centroid. Data point’s o
fulfill the condition 0.75*n/k where its value is 7.35 approx and q would remove from set A and add in set B for
7 according  to  this  example. After fulfilling this further processing. Then find those data points that are
condition cluster 1 contains data points: a to g (Figure 7). closest to BcNo. And closest points add in BcNo in
Now, condition should verify that is c < k and calculate anticipation of fulfill  the  condition  0.75*n/k  and  find
cNo = cNo+1 that is cNo = 2. At this instant next cluster out next cluster same as above. After this, cluster 2
will be formulated. contains  the  data  points:  o,  n, q, r, s, t, u, l. Now, check

x

x
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Fig. 8: Example of clusters for selection of initial centroids

Fig. 9: Example of final position of centroids and clusters

the condition c < k where it’s false in this case. Then mining.   But    the    standard   algorithm   does  not
calculate means of each cluster and moving each centroid always  guarantee  good  results,  as accuracy of
to the mean of its assigned data-points (Figure 8). clustering  depend  upon  the  selection of initial

New centroids according to mean a, o data points are centroids, as  well,  it  takes time for the selection of
selected as centroids. After that, by calculating distance actual   centroids   that   provides   good  clustering. In
reassign data points according to new centroids among this research presented criteria for selecting initial
data points and centroids. New centroids with clusters centroids   of   k-means   clustering   algorithm  for
(Figure 9). improve  accuracy.  The results demonstrated that

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION provides the best solution for keep same clustering

The k-means algorithm is well-known clustering current solution without neglecting any clustering quality
technique that is extensively used for clustering in data in most cases.

improve scheme can produce better output and it

results by comparing the previous k-means with the
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Table 1: Shows results of comparison of improve solution with standard k-means

1 2 3 4 5st nd rd th th

------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- -------------------------------------------

n=21, k=2 n=22, k=2 n=16, k=3 n=18, k=2 n=26,k=4

------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- -------------------------------------------

Sample K means Algorithm K means algorithm K means algorithm K means algorithm K means algorithm

Data Randomly selected Proposed Randomly selected Proposed Randomly selected Proposed Randomly selected Proposed Randomly selected Proposed

Iterations initial centroid algorithm initial centroid algorithm initial centroid algorithm initial centroid algorithm initial centroid algorithm

1 (6,1) (4,5) (10,5) (1,18) (6,1) (10,2) (2,1) (7,6) (3,2)(2,5) (4,7) (7,3)(3,9)(10,12) (2,12)(1,9) (3,5)(-3,4) (3,1)(4,8) (1,4)(3,13)st

(5,10)(11,14) (9,4)(9,9)

2 (11,8)(5,10) (10,5)(2,14) (3,6)(10,9) (4,4)(8,8) (5,4)(2,5)(6,7) --- (2,12)(2,8) (5,6)(-3,4) (2,2)(2,12) (1,4)(3,13)nd

(6,6)(10,12) (9,4)(9,9)

3 (8,5)(5,15) --- (3,6)(8,8) --- (7,3)(2,5)(7,8) --- (4,10)(-1,6) --- (2,2)(3,13) ---rd

(8,8)(10,12)

4 (9,3)(3,17) --- (4,4)(8,8) --- (5,4)(4,7)(10,12) --- (1,9)(-4,8) --- (1,4)(3,13) ---th

(9,4)(10,12)

5 (10,5)(2,14) --- (4,4)(8,8) --- (7,3)(3,9)(10,12) --- (2,7)(-1,6) --- (1,4)(3,13) ---th

(9,4)(9,9)

6 (10,5)(2,14) --- --- --- (7,3)(3,9)(10,12) --- (5,6)(-3,4) --- (1,4)(3,13) ---th

(9,4)(9,9)

7 --- --- --- --- --- --- (5,6)(-3,4) --- --- ---th

Limitation: By using k-means algorithm in cluster 7. MacQueen, J.B., 1967. Some methods for classication
analysis, we would examine the means for each cluster on
each dimension to assess how different our k clusters are.
Almost, every aspects of the k-means algorithm require
more modification e.g. Distance measure, centroid and
objective definitions. K-means process itself initialization,
high dimensionality and cluster with arbitrary shapes etc.
This research proposed a general method for selecting
initial centroids in 2-d space for efficiency enhancement
by refinement of k-mean algorithm process for better
improvement. Often domain knowledge is heuristic rather
than exact.
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